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Introduction 

Coffee break

Existing technical challenges make packaging of Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs) difficult to scale to high volumes. Significant challenges remain in 

areas such as efficient optical fiber coupling, light source and electronic device integration and thermal management. This talk will present some of the 

outstanding packaging challenges for PICs and what is being done to address them. It will also look at how initiatives like the European PIC Packaging 

Pilot Line, PIXAPP, can support the scaling of packaging technologies from research to pilot scale manufacturing.

Hybrid Photonic Integration for Communication, Quantum, and Sensing

Quantum Enabling Photonic Packaging

Micro Transfer Printing for Compound Semiconductor 3DHI Microsystems

PHOTONICS SESSION - 09:00 AM > 12:30 PM 

High accuracy placement is the key for Photonics and RF packaging in the next decade and beyond.

Recently a rising demand for high accuracy placement in Photonics and RF applications can be seen. High accuracy placement not only needs high 

accuracy placement equipment. The understanding of materials, available interconnect technologies, wafer processing and chip handling is the key. 

Smart assembly techniques will be needed, new interconnect technologies need to be developed and standardized to improve manufacturability and 

product reliability. “Co packaged optics” combines all that in one buzzword. 

With a long history in high accuracy placement AEMtec demonstrates what is key to develop next generation photonics packaging. Examples of optical 

packaging and high accuracy placement will be given for example from telecommunication, industrial and semiconductor applications.

This talk will present some of the outstanding packaging challenges for PICs and what new technologies are being developed 

to solve them.

Photonics Packaging of PICs from research to pilot scale manufacturing

Hybrid Photonic Integration allows for combining the best material for each optical function. Challenges in assembly and 

packaging are solvable. 

Hybrid Photonic Integration allows combining the best material for each optical function. Fraunhofer HHI’s PolyBoard bases on passive polymer-based 

waveguides transparent from the near infrared down to the visible and integrates a variety of optical functions. Butt coupling of large waveguide counts 

allows for large-scale photonic integrated circuits (PICs) for e.g. Datacenters and Next-Generation Wireless Networks. Thin film filters manipulate 

wavelength or polarization. 45° mirrors vertically couple light in or out of the PolyBoard, e.g. for low-cost optoelectronic transceivers. Furthermore, an 

on-chip micro-optical bench integrates free space optics into a PIC, thus enabling photonic building blocks hitherto not possible. Examples are optical 

isolators, and non-linear crystals e.g. for frequency down conversion or entangled photon generation in quantum PICs. The PolyBoard technology also 

enables high-frequency (100 GHz+) interconnects between PICs and high-speed electronics such as drivers and TIAs. In packaging, Hybrid Integration 

sometimes requires sub micron optical adjustment, and assembly should be automatable. We show that both is possible, paving the way towards 

medium and high volume production and commercialization of hybrid PICs. 

Micro transfer printing enables disruptive 3-dimensional compound semiconductor and silicon heterogeneous integration for 

photonics, power and RF applications.

Heterogeneous integration of different silicon nodes addresses the yield and memory barriers by disaggregating large silicon die into arrays of smaller, 

higher yield chiplets and stacking logic and memory chiplets, respectively. The remaining technical barriers that constrain system performance include 

communications (getting data in and out), power delivery (improving energy efficiency by supplying many precise voltage rails) and thermal 

management (removing heat). Solutions to these technical barriers require heterogeneous integration of compound semiconductors, silicon, thin-film 

passives and heat spreaders for optical and RF communications, power management and thermal management components. 

Quantum enabling photonic component packaging requirements often diverge from those of traditional semiconductor 

packaging. What explore the solutions.

Many exciting developments in quantum technology (QT) are being enabled by photonics, including quantum computing, quantum sensing (imaging 

LIDAR, Gravimetry), and secure, cryptographic quantum communications. Today, single photon sources and detectors as well as sources of quantum 

entangled photons are the basic components required to drive QT research, while the development of quantum systems based on photonic integrated 

circuits (PICs) will enable the transition of QT from the research lab to the consumer. Of course, packaging of the hybrid photonic/electronic 

semiconductor QT chips is critical, operation at low temperature (down to cryogenic) temperature may be required, while increasingly sophisticated PIC 

designs often require very flexible, customized packages. These ground-breaking advances in semiconductor design for QT are taking place against 

the current background of efforts to simplify and cost reduce photonics based components in more mature markets, often focusing largely on the 

packaging element, with a drive towards un-cooled and non-hermetic packages. We look at the photonic packaging needs for critical quantum enabling 

components and issues arising through the use of industry standard photonic package solutions as well as highlighting potential new solutions and 

technological breakthroughs required to enable the future commercial success of photonic driven QT applications.
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Coffee break

New JSR Packaging materials for 5G and RF applications

Making mm-Wave and sub-THz Over-the-Air Characterization a Reality

POWER SESSION - 3:30 PM > 5:00 PM

Coming soon

As operating frequencies and integration levels increase, the antenna-radio interface is no longer accessible, requiring new approaches to characterize 

antenna (sub)systems and wireless devices. This starts before the design stage, by making the (sub)system measurable, and by accurately 

characterizing the RF properties of materials in the targeted frequency range. Using these, we can proceed to fabricate the (sub)system and 

characterize it Over-the-Air. Here, we will make use of two complementary tools: an anechoic chamber (which minimizes reflections) and a 

reverberation chamber (which maximizes reflections). The former excels at measuring angular-dependent parameters, while the latter is ideal to 

measure isotropic characteristics. The complexity of measuring such systems makes a thorough uncertainty analysis even more vital than in the sub-6 

GHz range, to allow us to distinguish between fabrication errors/variations and effects introduced by the measurement techniques. In this talk, we will 

walk through this process, focusing on the most vital points to ensure a smooth workflow and good results.

RF SESSION - 1:30 PM > 3:00 PM

Methods, materials, and technologies to overcome the EMI, thermal, and insulation limitations of wide- and ultra-wide-

bandgap power semiconductors.

As electricity becomes more and more integrated into our everyday lives, demand for power electronics with improved efficiency, power density, 

reliability, manufacturability, and functionality for consumer electronics, data center, transportation, motor drive, and renewable energy applications, 

among others, also increases. Wide bandgap (WBG) power semiconductors are enabling power electronics to meet these growing demands, and are 

appearing in commercial products, from EV and solar inverters to chargers for portable electronics. However, new approaches to the packaging and 

integration of these devices are essential to unleashing their full potential (i.e., high-voltage, high-power, high-speed, high-temperature, and high-

density). This presentation will review the benefits and challenges of WBG power devices, our research on the packaging of these devices to overcome 

these challenges, and opportunities for further improvement. The opportunities and challenges for future ultra-wide bandgap power devices will also be 

discussed.

The key aspects of SiC technology and outline efforts to overcome the last major barriers to mass commercialization.

SiC devices are displacing their incumbent Si counterparts in several high volume power applications. As SiC market share continues to grow, the 

industry is lifting the last barriers to mass commercialization that include higher than Si device cost, relative lack of wafer planarity, the presence of 

basal plane dislocations, reliability and ruggedness concerns, availability of advanced modules that allow for full performance potential, and the need 

for a workforce skilled in SiC power technology to keep up with the rising demand. 

In this presentation, we will review key aspects of SiC fabrication and outline non-CMOS compatible processes that have been streamlined to allow for 

mass SiC device fabrication in standard Si fabs. Key elements of power GaN technology and its competitive standing with respect to SiC will be 

highlighted. WBG module requirements will be outlined as well as efforts to advance the technology. Major remaining barriers to mass 

commercialization and efforts to overcome them will be discussed. The presentation will conclude with a brief introduction of the 78-member 

PowerAmerica consortium, which spans all aspects of the WBG supply chain.

The driving forces for implementing 5th generation new radio 5G (NR) or simply 5G technology, include the transmission of large data rates as well as 

the need for more reliable connections, quicker response time (low latency) and better coverage. 

In addition to emerging 5G smartphones, other applications that operate at very high frequencies and demand a small size include wearables, small 

cells, security cameras, radar units in autonomous vehicles and numerous Internet of Things (IoT) appliances. By 2023, over 1 billion mmWave units 

will be produced annually according to Gartner, Inc. market research.

Signal loss becomes highly critical for mmWave technology and material selection can play a key role to meet these requirements.

In this paper, different materials from JSR will be introduced to you. 

PL-Series (photo imageable dielectrics with low Dk/Df) can be coated at wafer or panel level as permanent dielectric.

HC-G-Series (low Df polymer for FPC, PCB) can be applied at substrate level as raw material for circuit board.

HAG-Series (Highly adhesive and highly dispersive material) can be applied at multifunctional applications which required high adhesive and 

dispersive for thigh content of filer.  

For highly integrated mm-Wave devices, we need the right set of complementary tools and techniques to ensure a smooth 

path from design to validation.

High density routing and low loss design are the key for future advanced Packaging

Packaging and integration of advanced power semiconductors

Accelerating SiC power electronics commercialization


